Small RNAs Involved in Regulation of Nitrogen Metabolism.
Global (metabolic) regulatory networks allow microorganisms to survive periods of nitrogen starvation or general nutrient stress. Uptake and utilization of various nitrogen sources are thus commonly tightly regulated in Prokarya (Bacteria and Archaea) in response to available nitrogen sources. Those well-studied regulations occur mainly at the transcriptional and posttranslational level. Surprisingly, and in contrast to their involvement in most other stress responses, small RNAs (sRNAs) involved in the response to environmental nitrogen fluctuations are only rarely reported. In addition to sRNAs indirectly affecting nitrogen metabolism, only recently it was demonstrated that three sRNAs were directly involved in regulation of nitrogen metabolism in response to changes in available nitrogen sources. All three trans-acting sRNAs are under direct transcriptional control of global nitrogen regulators and affect expression of components of nitrogen metabolism (glutamine synthetase, nitrogenase, and PII-like proteins) by either masking the ribosome binding site and thus inhibiting translation initiation or stabilizing the respective target mRNAs. Most likely, there are many more sRNAs and other types of noncoding RNAs, e.g., riboswitches, involved in the regulation of nitrogen metabolism in Prokarya that remain to be uncovered. The present review summarizes the current knowledge on sRNAs involved in nitrogen metabolism and their biological functions and targets.